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1.You are proposing videoconferencing for a customer with 15 large meeting rooms, 25 small meeting
rooms, and 4000 employees dispersed over three continents: North America, Asia, and Europe. Thirty
percent of the workforce will be video-enabled, and you are proposing XT5000s for the large meeting
rooms and XT4200 for the small meeting rooms.
Using the normal 1:10 ratio for simultaneous rooms and users, how many ports (including cascading) and
Elite 5000 MCUs should be included in the design?
A. 440 352p ports or 4 Elite 5230 MCUs
B. 280 352p ports or 2 Elite 5230 MCUs
C. 152 352p ports or 3 Elite 5115 MCUs
D. 140 352p ports or 4 Elite 5110 MCUs
E. 136 352p ports or 3 Elite 5110 MCUs
Answer: C
2.Your customer, Jay, is reviewing your proposal for Scopia® video conferencing. He notices that within
Scopia Management, there is a SIP Back-to-Back User Agent and an internal gatekeeper that could be
external.
When would you tell him he would use an external gatekeeper instead of an internal gatekeeper?
A. In order to work with an external Microsoft SQL database
B. When running Scopia Management (iView) on a Linux server
C. To support configurations with multiple cascaded Elite MCUs
D. To support Scopia Management (iView) redundancy
Answer: D
3.Your customer is concerned about the ease of use for the infrequent video collaboration user. You
explain that your solution includes Scopia' Control.
What is Scopia Control?
A. An iPad app for conference control.
B. An Android mobile device app for conference control.
C. An Android mobile device app for configuring the user's virtual room.
D. An iPad app for configuring the user's virtual room.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Scopia Control is an Apple iPad application for control of Avaya video conferencing systems. The highly
intuitive user interface virtually eliminates the learning curve for a video conferencing system. The
integrated conference room calendar and enterprise directory makes it easy to join meetings and invite
others. Room system control and meeting moderation are simple through the iPad Multi-Touch user
interface.
Reference: http://www.avaya.com/usa/product/avaya-scopia-xt-video-conferencing/
4.You are meeting with your Account Team and discussing a small SMB customer. You're hesitant to
select the Scopia® SMB solution with the MCU embedded in the XT1200, because it has some
differences from a configuration with an Elite MCU and Scopia Management (iView).
Select three capabilities the SMB solution does not support that you would discuss with the Account Team.
(Choose 3)
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A. Support for Scopia Mobile users
B. Support for internal Scopia Desktop Client users
C. Support recording and streaming of conferences
D. Support for encryption of conferences over 4
E. Support for external Scopia Desktop Client users
F. Support multiple concurrent conferences
Answer: C,E,F
Explanation:
Reference: http://docs.radvision.com/bundle/rv_solution_guide_8/soln_sg_deployment_smb_limits
5.For users who operate out of the office, Scopia® offers desktop client and mobile applications. Your
friend Oliver, another SE, calls to ask you about a statement in the Scopia marketing materials that says
that Scopia is the best meet-me client because it is more than an endpoint.
Although there are many reasons, what two would you want to tell Oliver about? (Choose 2)
A. Error resiliency for both the desktop and mobile clients uses SVC (scalable video coding) and
Netsense
B. Users can download the presentation using the slider feature
C. User features such as chat, FECC (far end camera control), and raise hand
D. Best user experience with calendar integration and one tap to join
E. Simple and secure firewall traversal using HTTPS (hypertext transfer protocol secure)
Answer: D,E
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